Concurrent activity Dummy activity

Dummy Activity
It Indicates only precedence relationships and does not require any time of effort
PERT(Program Evaluation and Review Technique)
is a method to analyze the involved tasks in completing a given project, especially the time needed to complete each task, and identifying the minimum time needed to complete the total project.
PERT is based on the assumption that an activity's duration follows a probability distribution instead of being a single value Three time estimates are required to compute the parameters of an activity's duration distribution: 
Float:
Float of an activity represents the excess of available time over its duration.
Total Float (F t )
The amount of time by which the completion of an activity could be delay beyond the earliest expected completion time without affecting the overall project duration. i.e. Tf= (Latest start-Earliest start) for activity(i-j), or,(Tf) ij =(LS) jj -(ES) ij
Free Float (F f )
The time by which the completion of an activity can be delayed beyond the earliest finish time without affecting the earliest start of a subsequent (succeeding) activities.
Situations in network diagram
1. A must finish before either B or C can start 
PERT is probabilistic.
3. PERT is primarily concerned with time only. 4. PERT is generally used for projects where time required to complete the activities is not known a priori. Thus PERT is used for large, R&D type of projects. 5. Three time estimates are possible for activities linking up two events.
1. CPM is activity oriented.
2. CPM is deterministic. A. What is the normal project length and minimum project length? B. Determine the minimum crashing costs of schedule ranging from length down to and the minimum length schedule. C. What is the optimal length schedule duration of each job for your solution?
Given that over head cost total Rs. 60 per day. WBUT-08 02. Construct a network for each of the activities and their precedence relationships are given below: 
